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. Introduction

Supply-chain management refers to the handling of raw mate-
ial restocks and supplies, the delivery of final products to the
ustomers and the mutually beneficial economic interactions
etween the company and its competitors. In simplest terms, the
upply-chain can be considered as a coupling of material logistics
nd competitor-company interactions. The production level man-
gement refers to the determination of the operating conditions of
he production sites. By looking at these two definitions, it is evident
hat these two operational levels are directly and strongly intercon-
ected with each other and their main connection is through the
roduct storage facilities.

Since the global profitability of any company strongly depends
n the management policies adopted for both its supply-chain net-
ork and its production level, a number of authors have studied

ow these two areas can be optimized as a function of market

actors, such as product demands, raw materials availability and
ost, energy/utility prices fluctuation, other production costs and
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delivery expenses. Even though much research has been published
in this area, especially in the last fifteen years, most papers only
address specific cases. General methodologies have been studied
but limited to certain classes of problems. For instance, several
income-based scheduling strategies, for a single production plant,
are analysed in (Busch et al., 2007; Floudas, 2005; Maravelias,
2012; Yue and You, 2013), some methods for the income-based
opti-mization of the production subsystem at the corporate level
are studied in (Grossmann, 2004, 2005; Manenti et al., 2013a,b;
Varma et al., 2007) and a comprehensive knowledge on how to
model and solve scheduling problems for single and multiple
entities can be found in (Floudas and Lin, 2004; Méndez et al.,
2006; Harjunkoski et al., 2014). Moreover, a few algorithms for the
supply-chain net-work and alike optimal management are
described in (Bansal et al., 2007; Neiro and Pinto, 2004; Ng and
Lam, 2013; Park et al., 2006; Shah, 2005) while some applied
studies, on the same topic, can be found in papers like (Bowling et
al., 2011; Julka et al., 2002). Finally, planning approaches have
been investigated in many papers such as (Kallrath, 2002; Timpe

and Kallrath, 2000), with the additional aim of finding ways to 
quantify the impact of uncertainties on the achieved results 
(Cheng et al., 2003).
   Within the last five years, new formulations and solution strate-
gies, which integrate regulatory control and planning, have been

http://crossmark.crossref.org/dialog/?doi=10.1016/j.compchemeng.2015.06.007&domain=pdf
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onceptualized and developed. In these studies objective functions
imilar to those used in planning problems, are employed within a
odel-predictive control scheme (MPC). However, all these strate-

ies are highly computational demanding and thus they have only
een applied to batch plants, modelled by means of low dimen-
ional systems of linear equations (Subramanian et al., 2014).

All the above-mentioned supply-chain/production optimization
pproaches lead to very large-scale optimization problems which
re linear or non-linear and might also include discrete variables
epending on the modelling strategies employed. However, gen-
rally some assumptions are introduced such that the resulting
ptimization problem is LP or MILP in order to be able to guaran-
ee the global optimality and to keep CPU times at a feasible level
ince the logistics portion of the supply-chain networks can be typ-
cally modelled with linear equations, it is most convenient to use
inear models to represent the operation of the production plants
n the supply chain. As a consequence, some form of reduced order
inear models must be used (Buzzi-Ferraris and Manenti, 2010a,b)
he solution of the resulting large-scale optimization problem can
hen be attacked using several different direct or decomposition
lgorithms. The literature provides a considerable amount of infor-
ation on this topic in many papers, such as (Biegler, 2007; Biegler

nd Grossmann, 2004).
While the problem of supply-chain/production level opti-

ization has been and still is extensively studied in literature
ully-integrated strategies, which allow the simultaneous opti-

ization of supply-chain and production levels, have only been
eported in recent years (Maravelias and Sung, 2009; Muñoz et al.
013; Grossmann et al., 2008; Phanden et al., 2011). In addition
he examples of these strategies that can be found in the literature
ften model the production facilities as a set of simple product
ources, without incorporating the operational details of these
ources. This simplification can lead to infeasibilities when it
omes to applying the optimization-derived results in actual
ractical situations. It must be reported that the very recent
endency is to move towards a better (model-based) description of
he production sites. Nev-ertheless, there is still no general
trategy for the simultaneous optimization of supply-chain and
roduction networks that fully realizes this goal.

Among the possible sectors where supply-chain/production
ptimization might be of relevance, the one involving the
ndustrial gas producers (IGPs) is the focus of our interest since
nly a limited number of studies have been reported and none of
hem can be con-sidered to be sufficiently general (Ierapetritou et
l., 2002; Mitra et al., 2012, 2014; Manenti et al., 2013a,b; Manenti
nd Rovaglio, 2013).

For these reasons, the current paper proposes an integrated
pproach for the simultaneous optimal management of both the
upply-chain network and the production level of a generic IGP, at
he entire company level. This novel approach consists of several

ain components:

a general, hybrid modelling approach for the production plants
(air separation units or ASU), which uses both first princi-
ples models and correlations developed from experimental data
and/or rigorous simulations;
a general model of the supply-chain network and storage system;
a complete formulation of a cost-based objective function;
a suite of numerical methods to reduce the resulting optimization
problem dimensions and solve it efficiently.

The rolling horizon technique can also be easily employed in

rder to handle the uncertainties in the demands and make the 
ethod suitable for real industrial applications. The proposed 
ethodology is implemented into a C++ tool, exploiting BzzMath 

lasses (Buzzi-Ferraris and Manenti, 2012) in order to meet the
needed efficiency requirements for online application. It is tested in
a case study, based on a portion of the real supply-chain/production
network of Linde Gas Italia S.r.l. (subsidiary of the Linde Group).
This case study is employed to demonstrate the effectiveness of the
proposed strategy and to compare it to the solution obtained using
traditional supply-chain/production optimization methodologies.

The rest of the paper is divided into the following sections:

• The description of the supply-chain network modelling along
with the description of the strategy employed for the treatment
of the storage facilities;

• An outline of the approach applied for the modelling of the pro-
duction sites and the production network;

• An explanation of the choices made to define a proper perfor-
mance function for a whole IGP and the structure of the resulting
supply-chain and production optimization problem;

• The presentation of the results of the case study;
• Some concluding remarks.

2. Supply-chain network and storage system modelling 
strategy

This section addresses both the description of the features of a
generic IGP supply-chain plus the modelling approach adopted for
it and the description of a typical IGP storage system. The spe-cific
features of such a supply-chain are reported in Section 2.1, the
adopted modelling approach and the resulting mathematical
model are described in Section 2.2 and the storage system model is
studied and reported in Section 2.3. All the equations, described in
Sections 2.1–2.3, constitute the set of supply-chain and storage
constraints in the IGP global optimization problem, i.e. the
optimization problem whose solution consists in the optimal IGP
operating condition.

2.1. Special features of IGPs supply-chain

The production and sale of industrial gases is a unique busi-
ness from several viewpoints and thus the relating production
sites (ASUs) and supply-chain networks have characteristic
features that need to be reviewed. These specific features are listed
below:

• The raw material, from which industrial gases are produced, is
air that is free and always available in any required amount. Thus
no raw materials restock and/or cost issues have to be taken into
account;

• Industrial gases are stored in liquid phase at very low tem-
peratures thus long haul transportation is unsuitable; as a
consequence, products are typically either trucked in liquid phase
or carried via pipeline in gas phase (at a short distance) from the
production plants to the customers;

• Each IGP owns its own fleet of tankers that are used to deliver the
products;

• IGPs and competitor companies draw-up commercial agree-
ments that establish the option, for the IGPs, of buying products
from competitor sites at low price. These volumes of purchased
products are then typically employed to satisfy some of the
demands of the IGPs customers (this restock method is named
“shipment upon payment”);

• IGPs also draw up so-called SWAP contracts with their competitor
companies. By means of these contracts an IGP can effectively
treat its competitors’ production sites as its own production sites

(competitors can do the same). As a result, an IGP can load product
from a competitor site with its own tankers and carry it to its own
customers (competitors can do the same). On a yearly basis the
amount of each product that an IGP can load from a competitor
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set.
Fig. 1. Schematic supply-chain network of a generic IGP.

company is limited and a maximum for it is defined in the SWAP
contract. Moreover, different products can also be swapped. For
this reason, the SWAP contract provides a nominal price for each
product in order to be able to define the relative economic value of
each exchange of products. This is essential to define the relative
amounts of each pair of products that correspond to the same
economic value.

All of these features are incorporated, in the following section
n building the mathematical model of a generic IGP supply-chain
etwork.

.2. Supply-chain network modelling approach

Before introducing the mathematical model of a generic IGP
upply-chain, some additional preliminary information must be
rovided.

The first key point that must be addressed is the description of a
eneral scheme for the network, as shown in Fig. 1. Here the
quares stand for the IGP production sites, the rhombuses symbol-
ze the customers and the triangles represent the competitor sites

oreover, it can be observed that customers can be supplied with
roducts that come from either the IGP production sites
shipments via IGP sites, specified by solid arrows) or the
ompetitor sites (ship-ments via SWAP, specified by dotted
rrows, and shipment upon payment, specified by dashed arrows)
inally, the reader should notice that, in principle, a single
ustomer demand can be satisfied with more than a single
hipment and with shipments of different types.

The second key point that must be accommodated is the repre-
entation of time in the interval over which the dynamics of the
GP supply-chain network is to be captured. A planning horizon
ppro-priate to the business planning cycle of the target company
as to be defined. This planning horizon is assumed to be divided

nto discrete intervals, whose length is determined and fixed a
riori, based on the time constants characteristic for the critical
ecision activities of the supply chain.

Finally, the last key point that should be introduced and
escribed is the adopted nomenclature. For the convenience of the
eader, the commonly used variables and parameters and their
ef-initions are introduced and described just before they are used
he first time.
Starting now with the detailed mathematical description of the 
GP supply-chain model, the first set of equations are effectively 
he demand-supply balances which ensure that each customer is
provided with the requested quantities of the requested products
on time (Eq. (1)).

NS∑
i=1

PMilS
LN
ijlt +

Ncm∑
k=1

SCM,SW
kjlt

+
Ncm∑
k=1

SCM,BY
kjlt

= Rjlt ∀ j, l, t (1)

In terms of notation:

• SLN
ijlt

is the shipment of the lth product via the ith IGP site to the
jth customer that leaves the IGP site by the end of the tth time
interval;

• SCM,SW
kjlt

is the shipment via SWAP of the lth product via the kth
competitor site to the jth customer that leaves the competitor
site by the end of the tth time interval;

• SCM,BY
kjlt

is the shipment upon payment of the lth product via the
kth competitor site to the jth customer that leaves the competitor
site by the end of the tth time interval;

• PMil is the generic element of the site-product boolean matrix
that has a value of one if the ith IGP site is able to produce the lth
product and a value of zero otherwise;

• Rjlt is the expected amount of the lth product requested by the jth
customer in a time instant that belongs to the tth time interval;

• Ns is the number of IGP production sites;
• Ncm is the number of competitor sites.

Before going ahead, observe that Eq. (1) is a set of purely linear
equations. Indeed, the site-product matrix is a structural property
of the IGP supply-chain network, thus being a matrix of constants.
Moreover, notice that customers’ demands (Rjlt) are treated as hard
constraints (each customer requests must be satisfied and no
deliv-ery failure is tolerated), thus no backlog effects are present.

Two additional inequality sets are also required in order to limit
the maximum amount of each product that can be used for ship-
ments via SWAP and/or shipments upon payment, coming from all
the competitor sites. Indeed, each competitor plant must satisfy its
own customers’ demands before supporting the IGP in making the
same. The inequality set that relates to the limits in the shipments
via SWAP is shown in Eq. (2) while the one that accounts for the
limits in the shipments upon payment is given in Eq. (3).

Ncl∑
j=1

SCM,SW
kjlt

≤ FCM,MAX
klt

∀ k, l, t (2)

Ncl∑
j=1

SCM,BY
kjlt

≤ FBYCM,MAX
klt

∀ k, l, t (3)

In terms of notation:

• FCM,MAX
klt

stands for the expected maximum amount of lth product
that the kth competitor site can offer in the tth time interval for
shipments via SWAP;

• FBYCM,MAX
klt

is the expected maximum amount of lth product that
the kth competitor site can offer in the tth time interval for ship-
ments upon payment;

• Ncl is the number of IGP customers.

It is important to note that Eq. (2) relates to the limits in the
shipments via SWAP for the single competitor site, not depending
on the competitor company to which this site belongs. It is essential
to bear this in mind to avoid confusions with the next inequality
The second to last inequality set, which must be introduced,
is the one that translates in mathematical expressions the SWAP
agreements between the IGP and the competitor companies. Since
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he formulation of these inequalities is less intuitive than that of
he previous ones, a longer and more detailed description is
equired. The objective is to define a set of expressions that force
he vol-umes of all the products, swapped via each competitor
ompany inside the entire horizon within which the IGP supply-
hain net-work is simulated, to be less than or equal to certain
pper bounds. Of course these upper bounds are specific for the
ingle competi-tor company and depend on the SWAP agreements
oreover, the SWAP balances must also take into account that

ifferent prod-ucts can be swapped on the basis of specific
ominal prices, once again defined in the SWAP agreements. The
implest solution is to initially compute the nominal economic
alues (i.e., the eco-nomic values based on nominal prices) relating
o the volumes of the single products, swapped via each
ompetitor company over the entire simulation horizon of the IGP
upply-chain network. The next step is to combine them to derive the
lobal nominal economic value of all the swapped products for each
ompetitor company and force it to be less than or equal to a maximum
hreshold, evaluated by means of the SWAP agreements. Conversion
f the aforemen-tioned concepts into a set of mathematical
xpressions results in the inequalities reported in Eq. (4).

Ncm

k=1

CMSMhk

Np∑
l=1

MEVl

Neqg∑
t=1

Ncl∑
j=1

SCM,SW
kjlt

≤
Np∑
l=1

MEVlFDCMhl ∀h (4)

In terms of notation:

FDCMhl is the first guess maximum amount of lth product that the
hth competitor company can offer in the entire planning interval
where the IGP supply-chain is simulated for shipments via SWAP;
MEVl is the nominal price for the lth product;
CMSMhk is the generic element of the competitor site-competitor
company boolean matrix that has a value of one if the kth com-
petitor site belongs to the hth competitor company and a value
of zero otherwise;
Np is the number of products in the IGP portfolio;
Neqg is the number of time intervals in the planning horizon over
which the IGP supply-chain is simulated.

One relevant remark relating to Eq. (4) is that there are infinite
ets of FDCMhl values that, put in the expression, give the same
et of inequalities. This may seem strange but it is consistent with
he physical meaning of Eq. (4) (see the description in the previous
ines).

The last inequality set that needs to be added consists of the
ound constraints on the product shipments of all kind. Indeed, all
he shipments must be non-negative as reported in Eq. (5).

SLN
ijlt

≥ 0 ∀ i, j, l, t : PMil = 1

SCM,SW
kjlt

, SCM,BY
kjlt

≥ 0 ∀ k, j, l, t
(5)

The complete supply-chain model consists of Eqs. (1)–(5). One
ast additional remark on this complete model is that its expres-
ions have been derived under the assumption that no clustering
echniques are employed (i.e., each customer is directly included in
he network as a single entity). The same model can also be used, as
t is, by replacing some or all customers with clusters because a

luster can be considered as a virtual customer. As a conclusion, the 
roposed IGP supply-chain model demonstrates to be general since 

t can be applied to every IGP but also very flexible because it is able 
o support both individual customers and customer clusters.
2.3. Storage system modelling approach

The storage system (Fig. 2) consists of all the storage tanks
belonging to each production plant of the IGP. Each tank is refilled
with fresh product coming from its corresponding IGP produc-tion
site and is subject to product withdrawals of different nature.
Indeed, the stored product can be either employed by some com-
petitor sites for SWAP shipments and/or shipments upon payment
or used in shipments via the IGP production site itself. Each tank of
each storage system is also limited to a maximum and a min-imum
capacity, where the minimum capacity is typically related to the
need for a minimum liquid level that, in turn, may be essential to
the correct operation of the refrigeration equipment (the reader
should recall that all these storage units are cryogenic systems).

Therefore, the model of the storage system of an IGP production
plant must include the material balances on all the tanks belong-
ing to it (Eqs. (6) and (7)) along with the bound constraints on the
products storage levels (Eq. (8)).

Gil1 +
Ncl∑
j=1

SLNijl1 −MMi1FLNil1 − G0
il = − (FPil1 + FNPil1) ∀ i, l : PMil = 1

(6)

Gilt +
Ncl∑
j=1

SLNijlt −MMitFLNilt − Gil(t−1) = − (FPilt + FNPilt)

∀ i, l, t /= 1 : PMil = 1 (7)

GMINil ≤ Gilt ≤ GMAXil ∀ i, l, t : PMil = 1 (8)

In terms of notation:

• Gilt is the volume of lth product stored in the ith IGP plant storage
system at the end of the tth time interval;

• G0
il

is the initial volume of lth product stored in the ith IGP plant
storage system at the beginning of the first time interval;

• FPilt and FNPilt are the expected amounts of lth product with-
drawn from the ith IGP site by all the competitor sites in the
tth time interval for shipments via SWAP and shipments upon
payment, respectively;

• FLN
ilt

is the amount of lth product produced by the ith IGP site in
the tth time interval;

• MMit is the generic element of the maintenance matrix that has
a value of one if the ith IGP production site is active inside the tth
time interval and a value of zero otherwise;

• GMIN
il

and GMAX
il

are the minimum and maximum storage capac-
ities for the lth product in the ith IGP plant storage system, 
respectively.

Finally, by looking at Eqs. (6) and (7), it can be confirmed that
the storage system plays the key role of the main interconnector
between the supply-chain and the production networks. Indeed,

both supply-chain-like variables
(
SLN
ijlt

)
and production-like vari-

ables
(
FLN
ilt

)
jointly belong to those two equation sets.

3. Production layer modelling strategy
An IGP production network includes all the ASUs belonging
to the IGP itself. The models of these ASUs are essential for the
effectiveness of the proposed integrated supply-chain and produc-
tion optimization strategy and have to be accurately built. Since
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Fig. 2. Structure and interconne

he production of industrial gases is a well-established process, all
he ASUs share almost the same layout (Fig. 3), thus a general

odelling strategy can be developed. The theoretical guidelines of
uch a strategy are described in Section 3.1 while its practical

pplication is reported in Section 5. Once the modelling approach 
mployed for each single IGP ASU is clarified, Section 3.2 addresses 
he combination of these single site models to build the model of 
he overall IGP production network. The latter plays the role

Fig. 3. ASU plant representativ
of a generic IGP storage system.

of the production constraints within the IGP global optimization 
problem.
3.1. Single IGP ASU modelling approach

   We first note that the layout of each ASU plant can be well 
approximated with the block flow diagram (BFD) shown in Fig. 4.

e process flow diagram.
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Fig. 4. ASU plant repres

ndeed, all ASUs consist of the three main sections that are high-
ighted in yellow in Fig. 3 and represented as black-boxes in Fig. 4.

By approximating one single IGP site with the BFD shown in
ig. 4, the following mathematical expressions can be used to model
ts operation:

one equation relating the power consumed by compressor C1 on
the inlet air flowrate (black-box I);
one equation connecting the total power consumed by compres-
sors C2 and C3 on some or all the streams going in or out black-box
II (black-box II);
all the component material balances on black-box II (black-box
II);
all the component material balances on the whole plant (black-
box I, II and III);
one equation that characterizes the thermal integration between
the HP and LP columns (black-box III);
one equation describing the liquid to vapour ratio achieved in the
Gaseous & liquid nitrogen stream as a consequence of the expan-
sion in the preceding valve;
one or more additional correlative/a priori expressions that are
needed to make the number of independent variables of the ana-
lysed IGP site model equal the number of degrees of freedom of
the real IGP site (typically these equations are used to account for
some physical constraints that have been “lost” in the approxi-
mation of all the distillation columns as a single black-box);
one maximum and one minimum constraint for each variable of
the analysed IGP site.

All the above listed equations are written under the following
ssumptions that ensure the achieved system to be algebraic and
inear:

the ASU is assumed to operate in steady-state conditions;

the efficiency and compression ratios of the turbo machinery are
fixed;
the temperature levels inside black-box II are constant;
the inlet air dry composition and temperature are constant;
ive block flow diagram.

• the evaporation rate of the nitrogen expansion valve (black valve 
in Fig. 4) is set to a constant value;

• nitrogen/oxygen latent heat of vaporization is set to a constant
value;

• the reflux ratios and boil-ups of the distillation columns are
fixed;

• the compositions of all the streams do not vary.

Before proceeding, it should be noted that no thermal bal-
ances have been written, except for the one relating to the
HP-LP columns thermal integration. The reasons of this choice will
be explained later. Moreover, observe that all the listed equa-
tions are chosen as to provide a precise description of those
phenomena that strongly affect ASUs operation. For instance,
the accurate modelling of the thermal integration between
HP and LP columns is essential to ensure the feasibility of
the model predictions, the correct estimation of the liquid to
vapour ratio in Gaseous & liquid nitrogen is fundamental to
correctly predict the produced liquid nitrogen and so on. The
aforementioned equations are also configured as to include
all the variables that are commonly exploited to adjust ASUs
operation:

• the inlet air flowrate (Inlet air) that is used to globally set the
production level;

• the nitrogen flowrate to the nitrogen liquefaction cycle (Gaseous
nitrogen) that can be changed to regulate the ratio of produced
liquid nitrogen to the produced liquid oxygen;

• the gaseous oxygen flowrate to the nitrogen liquefaction cycle 
(Gaseous oxygen) that is employed to ensure the thermal feasibil-
ity in the multi-stream heat exchanger (Fig. 3);

• the gaseous nitrogen and oxygen flowrates leaving the nitro-
gen liquefaction cycle (Gaseous nitrogen and Gaseous oxygen) that
define the production of gaseous products.
Finally, it is relevant to discuss some of the above listed assump-
tions that might appear unusual:
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The hypothesis of steady-state operation is acceptable since the
characteristic time of the supply-chain network is typically much
greater than the time constant of an ASU;
All the assumptions relating to intrinsic properties of the ASUs
equipment (efficiencies and compression ratios of the turbo
machinery, temperature levels, reflux ratios and boil-ups of the
distillation columns and so on) are acceptable because ASUs are
very sensitive to the modification of these parameters. There-
fore, the mentioned variables are never intentionally changed in
operation in the industrial practice;
The hypothesis of constant composition for all the streams is 
acceptable because of their nature of final products or vents (see 
Figs. 3 and 4).
Once the formal model of the single IGP site is available, it

s finally needed to evaluate its parameters relating to either the
eatures of the site-specific equipment (compressors, valves, distil-
ation columns and so on) or some standard plant operation rules
vents composition, products purity and so on). These parameters
an be partially assigned a priori but some of them have to be
valuated by means of a regression procedure based on experi-
ental data sets or data coming from rigorous simulations (Aspen
YSYS, PRO/II, etc.). The usage of regression procedures ensures

ome relevant benefits:

It allows reducing the mismatch between the linear model pre-
dictions and the real operation, depending on the non-linear
behaviour of the real ASU;
It guarantees thermal balances to be indirectly satisfied in orders
of magnitude (this is why almost no thermal balances have been
added to the previously described model equation list).

At this point, the model of a single IGP ASU has been fully
etailed.

.2. Integration of single ASU models into the IGP production 
etwork model

Once the modelling strategy described in Section 3.1 is applied
o each of the IGP sites, all of the corporate production sources
ill have been represented. However, these individual IGP plant
odels must be employed, in turn, to build a model of the overall

GP production network, suitable for its simulation inside a certain
ime interval. As with the supply-chain modelling, addressed in
ection 2, this simulation horizon is discretized into time intervals,
hose length is defined a priori. In addition, the two time discreti-

ation grids, the one relating to the supply-chain network and the
ther referring to the production level, are chosen to be identical
Ng
eq and the time intervals are identical). Notice that, in princi-

le, it might also be of interest to employ different time grids for
he supply-chain network and the production level. Of course, the
ength of the discretization intervals belonging to the production
evel discretization grid must be much greater than the character-
stic time required to complete an ASU transient (ASU models are
teady-state models). The use of different discretization grids might
elp in considering the effect of the energy price fluctuation over a
4 h period. Moreover, it could also allow computing more detailed
ptimal operating conditions for the IGP production sites. The gen-
ralization of the proposed single-grid framework to a multi-grid
ramework will be addressed in future work.

The model of the overall IGP production network includes, at
rst,Neqg Ns sets of equations and bounds, one for each time interval

nd IGP plant. The set of equations and bounds, referring to the ith
GP site and the tth discretization interval, simply is the model of
he ith IGP site (already available) applied to the tth time interval. In
his way, each IGP production plant is allowed to run in a potentially
different steady-state operating condition in each time interval.
The mathematical formulation of this first portion of the IGP
production level model is reported in Eqs. (9) and (10).

Eiw
P
it = ei ∀ i, t : MMit = 1 (9)

wMIN
i ≤ wP

it ≤ wMAX
i ∀ i, t : MMit = 1 (10)

In terms of notation:

• wP
it

is the vector consisting of the variables of the ith IGP plant
model applied inside the tth time interval;

• wMIN
i

and wMAX
i

are the minimum and maximum thresholds for
the variables of the ith IGP site model, respectively;

• Ei is the coefficients matrix of the linear system constituting the
model of the ith IGP site (already available);

• ei is the right-hand terms vector of the same linear system men-
tioned in the previous bullet.

The remaining portion of the IGP production network model

i

consists of the so-called anti-ringing constraints. The anti-ringing 
constraints are inequalities whose aim is to prevent the IGP sites 
from dramatically varying their operating conditions between two 
adjacent time intervals. They are essential since it is infeasible to 
impose severe changes in the ASUs operating conditions in con-
secutive time periods due to the subsequent mechanical stress on
the equipment. These inequalities, which are described in Eqs. (11)
and (12), are included in the model of the IGP production network
only for those pairs of discretization intervals where the IGP sites 
are active. In detail, only if the ith IGP site is active at the begin-
ning of the first discretization interval (MV0 = 1) or in both the
tth and the (t − 1)th discretization intervals (MMit = MMi(t−1) = 1),
the corresponding anti-ringing constraints will be imposed. Notice
that MV0 is the initial maintenance vector, whose ith element has
a value of one if the ith IGP plant is active at the beginning of the
first discretization interval and a value of zero otherwise.

wP,0
im

−�ARim
(
wMAXim −wMINim

)
≤ wPim1 ≤ wP,0

im
+�ARim

(
wMAXim −wMINim

)
∀ i,m : MMi1 = MV0i = 1 (11)

−�ARim
(
wMAXim −wMINim

)
≤ wPimt −wPim(t−1) ≤ �ARim

(
wMAXim −wMINim

)
∀ i,m, t /= 1 : MMit = MMi(t−1) = 1 (12)

In terms of notation:

• wP,0
im

is the value of the mth independent variable of the ith IGP
site model at the beginning of the first time interval;

• wMAX
im

and wMIN
im

are the maximum and minimum threshold for
the mth independent variable of the ith IGP plant, respectively;

• wP
imt

represents the value of mth independent variable belonging
the ith IGP production plant in the tth time interval;

• �AR
im

are assigned coefficients that define the severity of the anti-
ringing and vary in (0, 1].

The complete model of the IGP production network finally
consists of Eqs. (9)–(12). It should be noted that the proposed
production level model is much more accurate and reliable than 
that typically employed in the literature, where no anti-ringing 
is used and the production plants are often simply considered as 
product sources, characterized by a minimum and maximum pro-

duction volume. This specific feature of the model developed for 
the IGP production network allows the proposed integrated supply-
chain/production optimization strategy to be much more realistic 
than many of those advanced in the literature.
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. Objective function definition and optimization problem 
ormulation and implementation

Once the models for the supply-chain network, storage system
nd production level of a generic IGP are complete, the inte-grated
ptimization strategy for the supply-chain and production
etworks still requires the definition of a proper objective func-
ion. The objective function formulation is detailed in Section 4.1
inally, the IGP global optimization problem needs to be formu-
ated and efficiently implemented into a numerical code. This is
ddressed in Section 4.2.

.1. Objective function selection

The objective function plays the key role of global cost-based
erformance indicator measuring the profitability of an IGP busi-
ess. Here it is formulated as the sum of all the relevant costs

ncurred by the IGP on a certain horizon. This time interval is
anaged via discretization as for the simulation horizon of the

upply-chain network and production level. In detail, the
mployed discretization grid equals those detailed in Sections 2
nd 3 (Ng

eq and the discretization intervals are identical). Of course
bserve that if two different discretization grids were employed
or the produc-tion and supply-chain network, then the supply-
hain related costs should refer to the supply-chain related
iscretization grid while the production related costs should refer
o the production related discretization grid. That is the subject of
uture work.

The costs that are considered in the detailed objective function
ormulation include:

The total delivery expenses incurred by the IGP over the cho-
sen planning horizon, including the shipments via IGP production
sites (Eq. (13)) and the shipments via competitor sites (Eq. (14));
The total costs incurred by the IGP over the chosen planning
horizon, connected with the purchase of product needed for the
shipments upon payment (Eq. (15));
The total production expenses incurred by the IGP over the cho-
sen production horizon (Eq. (16)).

Therefore, the mathematical expression for the objective func-
ion is given by Eq. (17).

SCSTDLN =
Ns∑
i=1

Ncl∑
j=1

˛ijd
LN
ij

Np∑
l=1

CSPl

Neqg∑
t=1

(
SLN
ijlt

cmc

)
(13)

SCSW,BY
LN

=
Ncm∑
k=1

Ncl∑
j=1

εkjd
CM
kj

Np∑
l=1

CSP
l

⎡
⎣ Neqg∑

t=1

(
SCM,SW
kjlt

cmc

)
+

Neqg∑
t=1

(
SCM,BY
kjlt

cmc

)⎤⎦
(14)

PCBYLN =
Ncm∑
k=1

Ncl∑
j=1

Np∑
l=1

CBYlk

Neqg∑
t=1

SCM,BY
kjlt

(15)

PRCLN =
Ns∑
CENi

Neqg∑
WC,TOT
it

(16)
i=1 t=1

obj = TSCSTDLN + TSCSW,BYLN + TPCBYLN + TPRCLN (17)

In terms of notation:
• dLN
ij

and dCM
kj

are the average road distances between the jth IGP
customer and either the ith IGP site or the kth competitor site;

• ˛ij and εkj are adaptive coefficients that can be often (but not
always) used to prevent some specific customer-site assign-
ments;

• CSP
l

is the delivery cost per unit distance of a standard IGP tanker
of lth product;

• CBY
lk

is the purchase cost per unit mass of the lth product from the
kth competitor site;

• CEN
i

is the expected electric energy price per unit electric power
for the ith IGP site;

• cmc is the average capacity of a standard IGP tanker;
• WC,TOT

it
is the total compression power consumed by the ith IGP

site in the tth discretization interval;
• TSCSTDLN is the total cost incurred by the IGP over the selected

horizon, relating to the shipments via IGP production sites;
• TSCSW,BYLN is the total cost incurred by the IGP over the selected

horizon, relating to the shipments via competitor sites;
• TPCBYLN is the total cost, incurred by the IGP over the selected

horizon, connected with the purchase of product needed for the
shipments upon payment;

• TPRCLN is the total production cost incurred by the IGP over the
production horizon;

• fobj is the objective function of the IGP global optimization prob-
lem.

Three final remarks are needed. First, notice that some cost
sources, such as the expenses due to the cryogenic storages and
the costs for the IGP plants’ maintenance, are neglected due to
their limited relevance. Indeed, since ASUs are very energy inten-
sive, the only relevant production cost is that of energy (there
is no raw material cost since air is free of charge). In addition,
observe that the energy cost is considered constant over time even
though future version of the methodology may implement a time-
dependent energy cost. Secondly, observe the specific structure of
TSCSTDLN and TSCSW,BYLN where each shipment is divided by the aver-
age capacity of a standard IGP tanker. This formulation is employed
in order to account for the possibility of using a single tanker to
restock several different customers. Indeed, thanks to this strat-
egy, the delivery expenses are evaluated on the basis of the average
number of tankers needed to satisfy all the customers’ requests and
not on the number of shipments to be performed (this last state-
ment refers to each discretization interval of the horizon over which
fobj is evaluated). Finally, it is essential to highlight the importance
of ˛ij and εkj coefficients. These parameters, which are typically set
to one, can be adjusted to force the supply-chain network to fulfil
some specific external requirements. For instance, if it is needed
that each customer is supplied by only one source, it is sufficient
to iteratively rescale the proper ˛ij and εkj coefficients to allow for
this external constraint, without the need for adding integer vari-
ables. The iterative rescaling procedure that has to be followed in
this case can be summarized in the following steps:

• Solution of the IGP global optimization problem with all ˛ij and
εkj coefficients set to one;

• Identification of all those customers whose demand is fulfilled
by more than one production site and definition of the main
and secondary customer-site assignments (the main customer-
site assignments are those that cover most of the customers’
demands);

• Rescaling of all the ˛ij and εkj coefficients relating to secondary

customer-site assignments and solution of a new IGP global opti-
mization problem;

• Check of the residual presence of customers supplied by multiple
sources and eventual reapplication of the steps discussed in the
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last three bullets (typically this is not needed and convergence is
reached after the first trial).

Notice that here only the use of ˛ij and εkj coefficients for avoid-
ng multiple customer-site assignments is shown but this is not
he only way in which these coefficients can be employed
herefore, ˛ij and εkj can be considered as multi-purpose supply-
hain network tuning coefficients.

.2. Global IGP optimization problem formulation and 
mplementation

At this point, the proposed integrated strategy for the optimal
anagement of the supply-chain network and production level of a

eneric IGP can be formalized into an optimization problem, called
he IGP global optimization problem (Eq. (18)).

Min
∗

{fobj}
s.t.

Eq. (1), Eq. (2), Eq. (3), Eq. (4), Eq. (5)

Eq. (6), Eq. (7), Eq. (8)

Eq. (9), Eq. (10), Eq. (11), Eq. (12)

(18)

In terms of notation * stands for all the optimization variables,
.e., SLN

ijlt
, SCM,SW
kjlt

, SCM,BY
kjlt

, Gilt and wP
it

. Observe that FLN
ilt

and WC,TOT
it

re not explicitly listed as optimization variables because they are
lready included as single elements or sum of elements into the
P
it vectors. Moreover, MMit variables are also not considered as

ptimization variables. This choice is reasonable since ASUs are
ypically not continuously switched on/off to avoid thermal and

echanical stress on the equipment. The maintenance matrix is
nly included to account for scheduled/emergency maintenance
eriods, occurring typically only few times a year.

The IGP global optimization problem (Eq. (18)) is clearly a very
arge-scale sparse LP, whose solution consists of the optimal oper-
ting condition of a generic IGP on a user-defined time interval. Its
fficient solution is fundamental to ensure the online applicability
f the proposed integrated supply-chain/production optimization
pproach. Moreover, when it comes to the numerical implemen-
ation, it is essential to preserve the strategy comprehensiveness
ndeed, to the authors’ knowledge no such comprehensive and
etailed approaches for IGPs have been implemented and pub-

ished in the literature. Therefore, Eq. (18) is coded into a C++
oftware, named ASUNetworkSupplyChain.exe, that has some spe-
ific features detailed in the following lines.

At first, it employs BzzMath algorithms to ensure the highest
fficiency. Indeed, especially BzzMath LP solver, based on the Attic
ethod (Buzzi-Ferraris, 2011; Manenti and Buzzi-Ferraris, 2012)

s significantly more performing than the standard LP solution
ack-ages based on simplex-like and/or interior point strategies.

Secondly, it uses ad-hoc pre-processing algorithms developed to
educe as much as possible the problem size by eliminating “use-
ess” variables, thus decreasing the required computational effort
hese methods, which are not described in detail for the sake of
revity, are able to identify variables, whose optimal value is known
 priori, and eliminate them from the overall optimization prob-
em. Their effectiveness is relevant because they typically manage
o reduce the initial problem size by approximately 50% (the more
jlt are zeroes, the better for the pre-processing method is).

Finally, ASUNetworkSupplyChain.exe is both a solver and an
nter-preter that is not only able to efficiently solve Eq. (18) but

lso to read specific sets of .txt input files, containing the features 
f a generic IGP production and supply-chain network. This allows 
he software to be applied to every IGP and/or to support updates 
nd changes into the IGP characteristics in the course of time.
As a result of these features of its implementation, CBY
lk

is able to
solve problems of very large size, up to 1 million variables, in only 
some seconds while preserving all the comprehensive properties
of the mathematical methodology (Eq. (18)), on which it is based.
Consequently, it is well suitable for the online usage.

The online applicability ensures the possibility of coupling 
ASUNetworkSupplyChain.exe with a rolling horizon methodology, 
in order to reduce the effect of the long term uncertainties in the
program input data (customers demand previsions

(
Rjlt
)

, competi-
tors SWAP/purchase withdrawals (FPilt / FNPilt) and availabilities(
FCM,MAX
klt

/ FBYCM,MAX
klt

)
and so on). This also makes the coded soft-

ware suitable for the real industrial applications.

5. Case study: Linde Gas Italia S.r.l.

The proposed integrated solution for the optimization of the
supply-chain network and production level of a generic IGP is
validated and tested on a case study derived from the real supply-
chain and production network of Linde Gas Italia S.r.l. In order to
demonstrate the benefits offered by the proposed methodology, its
performance is compared to that of several conventional options
that oversimplify the production level model, as it is typically done
in the literature. The features of the simplified version of the real
Linde Gas Italia S.r.l. supply-chain network, employed in the case
study, are described in detail in Section 5.1. The structure of the
production network, derived with the approach detailed in Section
3, is addressed in Section 5.2 and the production level
conventional models, developed with literature-based approaches,
are described in Section 5.3. Finally, the test case numerical results
and their validity even in the case of uncertain input data are
discussed in Sections 5.4 and 5.5, respectively.

5.1. Linde Gas Italia S.r.l.: the simplified supply-chain network

Linde Gas Italia S.r.l. supplies a large number of customers in
Italy and competes with several world-class companies like Air
Liquide S.p.a., Rivoira, Siad, Sapio, Sol and so on. Its supply-chain
network is enormous and counts thousands of different entities.
The proposed approach has been successfully tested also on large-
scale case studies (not reported here) but the aim of the current
paper is to highlight the benefits of this methodology compared to
the conventional solutions. For this purpose, a small scale problem
is much more meaningful. The features of the simplified small-
scale supply-chain network, employed in the case study, are
reported
in Table 1 (NCcm stands for the number of competitor companies
included in the IGP supply-chain). The supply-chain model equa-
tions have already been described in Section 2.

It should be noted that all fifteen customers listed in Table 1 are
real Linde Gas Italia S.r.l. customers and the same can be said for
both the three production sites (Trieste, Bologna and Terni) and
the two competitor sites (Ostuni and Grugliasco). In addition,
notice that only three products, all in liquid phase, are included in
the case study:

• liquid nitrogen at almost 100% purity on a molar basis (LIN);
• liquid oxygen at 99.95% purity on a molar basis (LOX3.5);
• liquid argon at almost 100% purity on a molar basis (LAR).

This choice is justified since most of the cryogenic products are
delivered in liquid phase via tankers while the market of gas phase
pipeline-supplied products is much less important. However, an

additional validation study (not reported here) including gaseous
products has been successfully executed.

It is also relevant to highlight that the customers demand
(
Rjlt
)

,
not reported here for the sake of brevity, is randomly generated as



Table 1
Simplified supply-chain network main features.

Supply-chain network size Truck shipments cost (CSP
l

) [D /km] Products purchase cost (CBY
lk

) [D /kg] Products nominal
economic prices (MEVl) [–]

Ns 3
LIN 1.5

LIN (Ostuni) 0.08
LIN 1Ncl 15 LOX3.5 (Ostuni) 0.16

Ncm 2
LOX3.5 1

LAR (Ostuni) 0.64
LOX3.5 2

NCcm 1 LIN (Grugliasco) 0.08
Np 3

LAR 1
LOX3.5 (Grugliasco) 0.16

LAR 8
Neqg 14 LAR (Grugliasco) 0.64
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ij and εkj parameters are all set to one.
LN
ij

and dCM
kj

road distances are not reported for the sake of brevity.
he supply-chain discretization grid is made of discretization intervals lasting one d

o guarantee a global demand of LIN, LOX3.5 and LAR that is com-
arable to the one that Linde Gas Italia S.r.l. has to fulfil in a typical
wo week period. In addition, the maximum availabilities for ship-

ents via SWAP both for the single competitor sites
(
FCM,MAX
klt

)
and

he competitor companies (FDCMhl) and the maximum available
olumes for shipments upon payment

(
FBYCM,MAX

klt

)
are derived

rom data provided by Linde Gas Italia S.r.l. The same approach is
mployed to compute the product withdrawals, performed by the
ompetitor sites, for shipments via SWAP (FPilt ) and upon payment
FNPilt ).

Finally no uncertainty is considered in the reported input data
n this current case study. This might seem not reasonable but it

ill be demonstrated in Section 5.4 that the results achieved in
hese ideal conditions, in terms of optimization approach and per-
ormance comparison results, can be immediately extended to the
eal case where uncertainties cannot be ignored.

.2. Linde Gas Italia S.r.l.: the production network

Linde Gas Italia S.r.l. production network is made of three ASU
lants, named Trieste, Bologna and Terni based on their geographic

ocation. The model of the above-mentioned production network is
ssential for the execution of the current test case and is obviously
ddressed with the strategies described in Section 3. All the mate-
ial needed in this stage, such as the plant process flow diagrams
PFDs) and typical operating conditions, has been provided by Linde
as Italia S.r.l. The results coming from the application of the above-
entioned modelling strategy include:

the block flow diagrams (BFDs) of Trieste, Bologna and Terni 
plants reported in Figs. 5–7;

the corresponding single plant models reported in Eqs. (19)–(28),
Eqs. (29)–(38) and Eqs. (39)–(49).
In detail, the equations constituting Trieste model are the fol-

lowing:

C1161,TS
0 + FTSA ωC1161,TS

1 −WTS
C1161 = 0 (19)

C1361−2,TS
0 +ωC1361−2,TS

1

(
WLP,TS
N2

− GANTSLP
)

+ωC1361−2,TS
2

(
WLP,TS
N2

− GANTSLP +WAP,TS
N2

)
+ωC1361−2,TS

3

(
WLP,TS
N2

− GANTSLP +WAP,TS
N2

− GANTSHP
)

−WTS
C1361 = 0

(20)

LP,TS
N +WAP,TS

N − GANTSLP − GANTSHP −WRAP,TS
N ,L −WRAP,TS

N ,G = 0 (21)

2 2 2 2

1 − ˛TSv
)
WRAP,TS
N2,G

− ˛TSv WRAP,TS
N2,L

= 0 (22)

TS
A x

N2
A − LINTS − GANTSLP − GANTSHP − VTSAr xN2

V = 0 (23)
ch.

FTSA x
O2
A −

(
LOXTS3.5 + GOXTSLP + GOXTSHP

)
x02

3.5 = 0 (24)

FTSA x
Ar
A − LARTS

(
LOXTS3.5 + GOXTSLP + GOXTSHP

)
xAr3.5 − VTSAr xArV = 0 (25)

WRAP,TS
N2,L

− RRTSAPW
RAP,TS
N2,G

− RRTSBPW
LP,TS
N2

− LINTS − �REFGANTSLP

+
(

1 − RRTSAP
)
BUTSBP

�hO2
ev

�hN2
ev

(
LOXTS3.5 + GOXTSLP + GOXTSHP

)
= 0 (26)

VTSAr − ˛TSArLARTS − ˇTSAr = 0 (27)

�BAP
(
LOXTS3.5 + GOXTSLP + GOXTSHP

)
−
(

1 − RRTSBP
)
WLP,TS
N2

− VTSAr xN2
V = 0

(28)

The equalities included in Bologna model are:

ωC1161,BO
0 + FBOA ωC1161,BO

1 −WBO
C1161 = 0 (29)

ωC1461,BO
0 +WAP,BO

N2
ωC1461,BO

1 −WBO
C1461 = 0 (30)

WAP,BO
N2

−WRAP,BO
N2,L

−WRAP,BO
N2,G

= 0 (31)(
1 − ˛BOv

)
WRAP,BO
N2,G

− ˛BOv WRAP,BO
N2,L

= 0 (32)

FBOA x
N2
A − GANBO − LINBO − VBOAr xN2

V = 0 (33)

FBOA x
O2
A − LOXBO2.5x

02
2.5 − LOXBO3.5x

02
3.5 − GOXBOx02

3.5 = 0 (34)

FBOA x
Ar
A − LOXBO2.5x

Ar
2.5 − LOXBO3.5x

Ar
3.5 − GOXBOxAr3.5 − VBOAr xArV − LARBO = 0

(35)

WRAP,BO
N2,L

+
(

1 − RRBOAP
)
BUBOBP

�hO2
ev

�hN2
ev

(
LOXBO2.5 + LOXBO3.5

)
− LINBO − RRBOAPW

AP,BO
N2

− RRBOBP GAN
BO = 0 (36)

VBOAr − ˛BOAr LARBO − ˇBOAr = 0 (37)

GOXBO − ˛BOO2
LINBO − ˇBOO2

= 0 (38)

Finally, the equations representing Terni model are as follows:

FTRA ω
C01,TR −WTR

C01 = 0 (39)

ωC20−1,TR
1

(
WLP,TR
N2

− GANTR
)

C20−1,TR ( AP,TR LP,TR TR
)

TR
+ω2 WN2
+WN2

− GAN −WC20−1 = 0 (40)

WAP,TR
N2

+WLP,TR
N2

− GANTR −WRAP,TR
N2,L

−WRAP,TR
N2,G

= 0 (41)
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Fig. 5. Trieste represe

1 − ˛TRv
)
WRAP,TR
N2,G

− ˛BOv WRAP,TR
N2,L

= 0 (42)

TR
A x

N2
A − LINTR − GANTR −W,̂TR

Ar x̂N2
− GANTRWT = 0 (43)
TR
A x

O2
A −

(
LOXTR3.5 + GOXTR

)
x02

3.5 −W,̂TR
Ar x̂O2

= 0 (44)

TR
A x

Ar
A −

(
LOXTR3.5 + GOXTR

)
xAr3.5 −W,̂TR

Ar x̂Ar = 0 (45)

Fig. 6. Bologna representativ
e block flow diagram.

WRAP,TR
N2,L

− RRTRAPW
RAP,TR
N2,G

− RRTRBPW
LP,TR
N2

− LINTR

+
(

1 − RRTRAP
)
BUTRBP

�hO2
ev

�hN2
ev

(
LOXTR3.5 + GOXTR

)
= 0 (46)

◦

FTRA x
O2
A

xN2

x
◦
O2

−
(

1 − RRTRBP
)
WLP,TR
N2

−W,̂TR
Ar x̂N2

= 0 (47)

GANTRWT − ˛GGANTR = 0 (48)

e block flow diagram.
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Fig. 7. Terni represen

OXTR − ˛TRO2
LINTR − ˇTRO2

= 0 (49)

Notice that no bound constraints, relating to the three plant
odels, are described in the above for the sake of brevity. In

ddition, the anti-ringing constraints formulation for the entire
roduction level has been already addressed in Section 3 and is
ot repeated here.

For both the above-mentioned figures and equations the
mployed notation is the following:

FTSA , FBOA and FTRA are the inlet air flowrates for Trieste, Bologna and
Terni plants, respectively;
WTS
C1161, WTS

C1361−2, WBO
C1161, WBO

C1461, WTR
C01 and WTR

C20−1 are the
power consumptions of the inlet air and refrigeration cycle com-
pressors for Trieste, Bologna and Terni plants, respectively;
LINTS, LINBO and LINTR are the liquid nitrogen flowrates produced
in Trieste, Bologna and Terni plants, respectively;
LOXTS3.5, LOXBO3.5, LOXBO2.5 and LOXTR3.5 are the liquid oxygen flowrates
produced in Trieste, Bologna and Terni plants, respectively (sub-
scripts “3.5” and “2.5” refer to a purity of 99.95% and 99.5% on a
molar basis, respectively);
LARTS and LARBO are the liquid argon flowrates produced in Trieste
and Bologna plants, respectively;
GANTSHP ,GANTSLP , GANBO, GANTR andGANTRWT are the gaseous nitrogen
flowrates produced in Trieste, Bologna and Terni plants, respec-
tively (subscripts “HP” and “LP” refer to high pressure and low
pressure nitrogen while subscript “WT” stands for waste nitro-
gen);
GOXTSHP ,GOXTSLP , GOXBO and GOXTR are the gaseous oxygen flowrates
produced in Trieste, Bologna and Terni plants, respectively (once
again, subscripts “HP” and “LP” refer to high pressure and low
pressure oxygen);
VTSAr and VBOAr are the second argon column vents in Trieste and
Bologna plants, respectively;

W,̂TR

Ar is the overhead of the first argon column in Terni plant (see
the descriptions below for further information);
WLP,TS

N2
,WAP,TS

N2
,WAP,BO

N2
,WLP,TR

N2
andWAP,TR

N2
are the gaseous nitro-

gen flows going from the distillation section back to the nitrogen
block flow diagram.

refrigeration cycle in Trieste, Bologna and Terni plants, respec-
tively;

• WRAP,TS
N2,L

, WRAP,TS
N2,G

, WRAP,BO
N2,L

, WRAP,BO
N2,G

, WRAP,TR
N2,L

, WRAP,TR
N2,G

are the
gaseous and liquid nitrogen flows going from the nitrogen refrig-
eration cycle back to the distillation section (subscript “G” and
“L” refer to gaseous and liquid nitrogen, respectively);

• xN2
A , xO2

A , xAr
A represents the inlet air composition in nitrogen, oxy-

gen and argon;
• xN2

V , xAr
V represents the composition, in nitrogen and argon, of the

second argon columns vent in both Trieste and Bologna plants;
• x̂N2

, x̂O2
, x̂Ar represents the composition in nitrogen, oxygen and

argon of the overhead of the first argon column in Terni plant;
• xO2

3.5, xAr
3.5 and xO2

2.5, xAr
2.5 represent the composition, in oxygen and

argon, of the 99.95% and 99.5% liquid oxygen flowrates, respec-
tively;

• �hO2
ev and�hN2

ev are the latent heat of vaporization for oxygen and
nitrogen, respectively;

• all the non-listed symbols identify the adaptive parameters of the
three production sites.

Some remarks on both the simplified plant BFDs and the corre-
sponding models are appropriate.

First, notice that the block flow diagrams in Figs. 5–7 are almost
identical to the one reported in Fig. 4, thus proving that the ASUs
general layout is standardized and the modelling methodology
pro-posed in Section 3 is reasonable. Of course, some minor
differences between Figs. 5–7 and Fig. 4 can be found. The most
relevant of them are detailed in Table 2. However, these
unavoidable, intrinsic, minor differences are not enough to
invalidate the comprehensiveness of the proposed modelling
approach.

Secondly, notice that the equations constituting the three Linde
Gas Italia S.r.l. plant models are fully compliant with the theoretical
modelling guidelines listed in Section 3.1. This can be easily under-

stood by analysing the information included in Table 3, where each 
equation of Trieste, Bologna and Terni model is organized based 
on its type and/or function (the notation used in Table 3 is consis-
tent with that employed in Section 3.1 for the sake of clarity). The 
compliance among the theoretical modelling guidelines explained



Table 2
Comparison in terms of process layout of the three Linde Gas Italia S.r.l. plants.

Air separation unit (ASU) Generic (Fig. 4) Trieste (Fig. 5) Bologna (Fig. 6) Terni (Fig. 7)

Saleable products
Gaseous nitrogen (GAN) Low pressure (LP) YES YES NO NO

High pressure (HP) YES YES NO NO
Gaseous oxygen (GOX) Low pressure (LP) YES YES NO NO

High pressure (HP) YES YES NO NO
Liquid nitrogen (LIN) – YES YES YES YES
Liquid oxygen (LOX) 99.95% molar purity (3.5) YES YES YES YES

99.5% molar purity (2.5) YES NO YES NO
Liquid argon (LAR) – YES YES YES NOa

Number of compressors in
the nitrogen liquefaction
cycle (black-box II)

– 2 1 2

Oxygen recycle stream
(black-box III to black-box II)

Gaseous YES YES YES YES
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a Terni plant is supposed not to produce deliverable liquid argon (LAR).

n Section 3.1 and the equations of the three Linde Gas Italia S.r.l.
lant models is a further indication that the proposed production

evel modelling strategy is general and reliable.
One more interesting point is the analysis of the independent

ariables (DOFs) for the models of the three Linde Gas Italia S.r.l.
ites:

Trieste DOFs are GANTSHP , LINTS, LOXTS3.5, GOXTSHP and GOXTSLP ;
Bologna DOFs are LINBO, LOXBO3.5 and LOXBO2.5;
Terni DOFs are LINTR and LOXTR3.5.

Notice that, as it is expected, all the independent variables rep-
esent product streams produced by the ASUs but not all of them
re included into the supply-chain, i.e., requested by the customers
nd supplied to them. Moreover, liquid argon (LAR) is not an inde-
endent variable, i.e., it cannot be produced independently of the
ther products. The importance of this information will become
lear especially in Sections 5.3 and 5.4.

Finally, it is relevant to observe that most of the three sites
daptive parameters have a clear physical meaning. For instance
R-like and BU-like parameters represent reflux ratios and boil-
ps of the ASUs distillation columns, ˛v-like parameters stand for
he vaporization rates of the expansion valves belonging to the
itrogen liquefaction cycles, ω-like parameters identify structural

eatures of the ASUs compressors and so on. Therefore, even

hough all these adaptive parameters have been estimated via 
egression based on data sets provided by Linde Gas Italia S.r.l., 
heir resulting values retain their physical identity. This allows 
oth the proposed ASU models being an accurate and feasible 
epresentation of the real

able 3
escription of the equations constituting the three Linde Gas Italia S.r.l. plants models by

Air separation unit (ASU) Trieste

Eq. (19
Eq. (20

Eq. (21
Eqs. (2

Eq. (26

Equations type or function
Power consumption of the main air compressor (black-box I) 
Power consumption of the nitrogen liquefaction cycle

compressors (black-box II)
Component material balances on black-box II
Component material balances on the whole plant (black-box

I, II and III)
Thermal integration between HP and LP columns (black-box

III)
Liquid to vapour ratio in the nitrogen stream connecting

black-box II and black-box III downstream the thermal
Eq. (22

expansion valve
Additional correlative/a priori expressions to adjust the

number of degrees of freedom
Eqs. (2

o bound constraints are mentioned for the sake of brevity.
NO NO NO

ASU plants and the results of a careful extrapolation of them being 
still reasonable.

Once the results of the application of the production level mod-
elling strategy proposed in Section 3 have been discussed, it is
needed to convey the most relevant quantitative information about
the production network. Table 4, which reports all these informa-
tion, ends this section.

5.3. Linde Gas Italia S.r.l.: the production network based on 
conventional modelling strategies

Different and simpler approaches can be used to model the
Linde Gas Italia S.r.l. production network. Here a couple of them,
conven-tionally employed in literature, are reported, discussed
and applied. A third one is only reported and discussed since it is
very recent and cannot be considered state-of-the-art. Observe
that anti-ringing constraints are not included in all of these
strategies. Therefore, when the first two of them are applied to the
Linde Gas Italia S.r.l. production network, the modelling of the
network practically collapses into the modelling of its single ASU
plants (the same would apply to the third strategy). Also, note that
the single ASU models reported in the following relate to a single
discretization interval over which the Linde Gas Italia S.r.l.
production network must be simulated, i.e., the presentation of
these models is consis-tent with the presentation logics used in

Section 5.2.

The first option is to consider each ASU plant simply as a source 
of products. This approach is conceptually very similar to those 
mentioned in (Bowling et al., 2011; Julka et al., 2002; Timpe and 
Kallrath, 2000; Ng and Lam, 2013). It means that, for the single

function and/or type.

 (Fig. 5) Bologna (Fig. 6) Terni (Fig. 7)

) Eq. (29) Eq. (39)
) Eq. (30) Eq. (40)

) Eq. (31) Eq. (41)
3)–(25) Eqs. (33)–(35) Eqs. (43)–(45)

) Eq. (36) Eq. (46)

) Eq. (32) Eq. (42)

7) and (28) Eqs. (37) and (38) Eqs. (47)–(49)



Table 4
Production network main features.

Initial product storages (G0
il
) [kg] Energy costs (CEN

i
) [D /kW] Linde Gas Italia S.r.l. ASUs operation (MMit;MV0

i
)

Trieste
LIN 0

Trieste 1.8 Trieste
Always
active

LOX3.5 0
LAR 0

Bologna
LIN 0

Bologna 1.8 Bologna Always
active

LOX3.5 0
LAR 0

Terni
LIN 0

Terni 1.8 Terni
Always
active

LOX3.5 0
LAR –
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erni plant is supposed not to produce deliverable liquid argon (LAR).
EN
i

depends on the discretization grid employed for the production network and o
he discretization grid of the production network is made of discretization interval

SU, the flowrates of the produced products, in each discretization
nterval of the discretization grid employed for the network (in the
urrent situation the same employed for the supply-chain), can
e freely varied in between a lower and upper bound. Moreover,
he single ASU is supposed to produce only those products that
re included in the supply-chain (LIN, LOX3.5 and LAR). Finally the
roduction costs related to the whole production network can be
stimated based on the products average production cost per unit
ass (Eq. (50)).

PRCLN =
Neqg∑
t=1

Ns∑
i=1

Np∑
l=1

CPRODil FLNilt (50)

In terms of notation, CPROD
il

is the production cost per unit mass

il

f the lth product in the ith IGP production site.
By applying this first strategy, Trieste, Bologna and Terni models

re simply reduced to bound constraints. These bounds are chosen
o equal those imposed in the detailed models developed in Sec-
ion 5.2. Moreover, the CPROD values for the three Linde Gas Italia
.r.l. plants are computed based on the same data employed for the
valuation of the parameters belonging to the detailed ASU models
Section 5.2). Unfortunately, it is impossible to mention them in the
aper since they come from restricted data.

This first production network modelling option is the simplest
ne and also the one that can be more commonly found in the
iterature.

The second option for the production network modelling is a
ompromise between the pure source alternative, described
bove, and the detailed models alternative (Section 5.2). This
ption can be thought as an adaptation of the methods proposed in
Manenti and Rovaglio, 2013). Here, the single ASU is modelled
ith only two equations plus a set of bound constraints. The first

quation is used to estimate the total power consumption as a
unction of the pro-duced products flowrate, the second equation
s used to try to force the liquid argon to fulfil the material balances
liquid argon is not a degree of freedom for a real ASU plant). These
wo equations are purely mathematical relations, with no direct
hysical meaning and include some parameters that need to be
valuated via regression. Finally, observe that here all the
roduced products, even those not included in the supply-chain
etwork, are considered inside the variables pool.

When this second modelling strategy is applied to the case of
inde Gas Italia S.r.l., the resulting Trieste and Bologna models con-
ist of two equations each, plus the lower and upper bounds while
he resulting Terni model consists of only one equation, plus the

ower and upper bounds (recall that Terni cannot produce deliv-
rable liquid argon as shown in Table 2). The equations relating to 
he Trieste plant are reported in Eqs. (51) and (52), those relating 
o the Bologna plant are described in Eqs. (53) and (54) and the one
standard energy cost in [D /kWh].
ng one day each and equals that of the supply-chain.

referring to the Terni plant is shown in Eq. (55).

�TS0 + �TS1 LINTS + �TS2 GANTSHP + �TS3
(
LOXTS3.5 + GOXTSHP + GOXTSLP

)
−WTOT,TS

c = 0 (51)

TS
(
LOXTS3.5 + GOXTSHP + GOXTSLP

)
− LARTS = 0 (52)

�BO0 + �BO1 LIN
BO + �BO2

(
LOXBO2.5 + LOXBO3.5

)
−WTOT,BO

c = 0 (53)

BO
2.5LOX

BO
2.5 + BO

3.5LOX
BO
3.5 − LARBO = 0 (54)

�TR0 + �TR1 LINTR + �TR2 LOXTR3.5 −WTOT,TR
c = 0 (55)

The bound constraints are not reported for the sake of brevity 
and are chosen to equal those employed for the detailed ASU mod-
els described in Section 5.2.

In terms of notation:

• WTOT,TS
c , WTOT,BO

c and WTOT,BO
c are the total compression powers

consumed by Trieste, Bologna and Terni plants, respectively;
• all the remaining symbols are the models adaptive parameters.

One last remark, which has to be added, deals with the determi-
nation of the fitting parameters included in Eqs. (51)–(55). These
parameters are estimated via regression based, once again, on the
data sets provided by Linde Gas Italia S.r.l. and employed for the
tuning of both the detailed plant models (Section 5.2) and the pure-
source-hypothesis-based plant models (see the description above).

This second production network modelling approach is less
commonly found in the literature but is relevant to the purposes
of this paper. Therefore, the authors have chosen to mention and
apply it.

The third and last option for the production level modelling dis-
cussed in this work consists of an adaptation of that proposed in
(Mitra et al., 2012, 2014). Remind that this option is not applied in
the current case study. Briefly, it builds each ASU model through a
two-step procedure:

• a set of feasible operating conditions for the single ASU is evalu-
ated based on rigorous simulations or historical plant data;

• the convex hull of this set, miming the feasible operating space
of the ASU, is built and formally converted into a set of equal-
ities and/or inequalities and/or bounds that represent the ASU
simplified model.
Notice that this third production network modelling strategy
is certainly more accurate than the first two but probably not as
accurate as that proposed in Section 3, especially when the map-
ping, described in the first bullet of the previous list, contains a
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imited number of points. Indeed, in this case, the convexification
ould probably take to an overestimation of the ASUs feasible

per-ating regions, thus leading to poor accuracy. Further
omparisons and analyses on this third production level modelling
trategy as opposed to the one proposed in Section 3 is material for
uture work.

Now the two more common conventional methodologies
mployed for an IGP production network modelling have been
riefly described and applied to the case of Linde Gas Italia S.r.l.(a
hird strategy has only been described and discussed). There-fore
e can next proceed with the presentation of the results of the

ase study.

.4. Numerical results and performance comparison

Before describing the numerical results of the case study, it is
elevant to convey some information on how the case study itself
s practically executed. Three different models for the overall Linde
as Italia S.r.l. corporate can be derived from the supply-chain
odel (Section 5.1) and the three applied production network mod-

ls (Sections 5.2 and 5.3). All these three corporate models share the
ame supply-chain network model and differ in the detail given to
he production network modelling. In detail:

the minimal model (MINM) describes the production level 
through the first modelling strategy reported in Section 5.3;
the average model (AVEM) describes the production level
through the second modelling strategy proposed in Section 5.3;
the advanced model (ADVM) describes the production level
through the detailed approach mentioned in Section 5.2.

The MINM, AVEM and ADVM models are used to construct
hree different global IGP optimization problems (Eq. (18)), named

IN-MGOP, AVEMGOP and ADVMGOP, that are subsequently
olved over a two week planning horizon, discretized in one day
ong time intervals (see Tables 1 and 4). Recall that a single time
rid is used for the supply-chain network, the production level and
he objec-tive function evaluation. The first of these optimization
roblems needs an ad-hoc implementation since its objective
unction has to evaluate the TPRCLN term with Eq. (50) and not Eq
16). However, the two remaining problems are easily solved with
SUNetwork-SupplyChain.exe program. The reader should recall
hat uncertainty is not considered for now on the input data, thus
he rolling hori-zon methodology is not needed and the optimal
inde Gas Italia S.r.l. operating condition, on the two weeks period
an be found through one-shot optimizations.

The results, achieved in the three optimizations, include a huge
mount of data that cannot be completely reported and discussed
n detail. Therefore, the authors have chosen to include only those
utput data that are essential to convey the distinctions between
he solutions obtained. Moreover, all the outputs referring to the
perating regions of the Linde Gas Italia S.r.l. plants have been made
imensionless in order to avoid the release of restricted material.

The sequence of Figs. 8–10 shows a view of the Trieste, Bologna
nd Terni plants optimal operating conditions over the entire plan-
ing horizon (fourteen days). In detail, the optimal production
ates of the only products included in the supply-chain and the
ptimal inlet air flow are reported for each plant and each of the
hree addressed global IGP optimization problems. The notation
mployed here is consistent with that already used in the rest of

he paper, except for three aspects:

the * symbol is added to all the dimensionless stream names in
order to distinguish them from their dimensional counterparts;
• the subscript “3.5” is not added to the liquid oxygen streams at
99.95% purity on a molar basis since all the oxygen that is men-
tioned in the results (reported in this section) is of the “3.5” type;

• the “lb” and “ub” acronyms are added to a symbol to indicate its
lower and upper bound, respectively.

Moreover, in order to distinguish among assignments arising
from the solution of different global IGP optimization problems,
the following notation is used:

• if the acronym “adv” is added to a certain symbol, it means
that the corresponding assignment derives from the solution of
ADVMGOP;

• if the acronym “ave” is added to a certain symbol, it means that the
corresponding assignment derives from the solution of AVEM-
GOP;

• if the acronym “min” is added to a certain symbol, it means that
the corresponding assignment derives from the solution of MIN-
MGOP.

Liquid argon charts are an exception to the previous rule.
Indeed, the produced argon flowrate is not a degree of freedom for
a real ASU plant. Therefore, the LAR assignments directly coming
from the solution of MINMGOP and AVEMGOP are denoted with
the acronyms “min/pri” and “ave/pri”, respectively. The LAR
assign-ments evaluated by substituting the optimal DOF profiles,
coming from the solution of MINMGOP and AVEMGOP, into the
detailed ASU models (Section 5.2) are denoted with the acronyms
“min/adj” and “ave/adj”. Notice that the “adj” LAR profiles are an
accurate approximation of those that would be achieved if the
optimal oper-ating condition of Linde Gas Italia S.r.l. corporate,
derived from the solution of MINMGOP or AVEMGOP, was applied
in the real world.

The inlet air flow charts are a small exception too. In this case,
the profiles identified with “min” and “ave” acronyms are
evaluated with the same method used for the “min/adj” and “ave/
adj” LAR assignments. Here the abbreviation “adj” is not added
since the inlet air flows are not a direct result of the solution of
AVEMGOP or MINMGOP, thus only the “adj” inlet air flows are
available.

Once all the data included in Figs. 8–10 have been mentioned
and the required explanations on the employed notation have been
provided, a couple of remarks can be expanded.

First of all, notice that the “min/adj” LAR assignments often vio-
late the maximum or minimum bound constraints. It happens in
both Trieste and Bologna. Similar observations, extended to all the
three Linde Gas Italia S.r.l. plants, can be made for the “ave” and
“min” inlet air flowrate profiles. This means that the solutions aris-
ing from AVEMGOP and MINMGOP may be infeasible and this is a
direct consequence of using simplified models for the produc-tion
network. Indeed, no infeasibilities are observed in the solution of
ADVMGOP, i.e., if the detailed models for the IGP production
network, described in Section 5.2, are chosen.

Secondly, observe that the ASU operating conditions deriving
from the solution of AVEMGOP and MINMGOP are characterized
by extreme and repeated oscillations in the time space. It means
that it is not uncommon for the LIN assignments or the inlet air
flow profiles to move from the lower bound to the upper bound in
only one day. This is clearly infeasible since such ASU manage-
ment policy would lead to likely repeated failures in the inlet air
compressor and the nitrogen liquefaction cycle compressors. By

contrast, the ASU operating conditions deriving from the solution 
of ADVMGOP are characterized by a smooth variation in the time 
domain, thus leading to feasible and safe ASU management 
policies. This is a direct consequence of the anti-ringing constraints 
(Eqs.(11) and (12)) that are typically not employed in the supply-
chain and production optimization strategies proposed in 
literature.
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Fig. 8. Trieste plant operating co

Based on these results it is evident that the integrated strategy
or the supply-chain and production networks optimization pro-
osed in this paper seems to be more robust and feasible than those

ypically employed in literature. Once again, this is a consequence
f the plant details included in the modelling of the IGP production
etwork.

Fig. 9. Bologna plant operating conditio
ns in the two weeks time period.

Continuing with a further discussion of the results of the case
study in terms of supply-chain network optimal configurations, it is
relevant to highlight that the amount of information describing the

optimal solution is quite large. Therefore, only a small portion of the 
results is reported in Figs. 11–13. Specifically, Fig. 11 reports the 
three optimal liquid oxygen supply-chain network configurations,

ns in the two weeks time period.



Fig. 10. Terni plant operating conditions in the two weeks time period.

Fig. 11. Liquid oxygen supply-chain optimal configuration in day three.
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Fig. 12. Liquid nitrogen supply-c

or day three, deriving from the solution of MINMGOP, AVEMGOP
nd ADVMGOP. Fig. 12 is the equivalent of Fig. 11 for liquid
itrogen and day nine. Finally, Fig. 13 is the equivalent of Fig. 12 for

iquid argon and day fourteen. The acronyms “adv”, “ave” and
min” have the same meaning that is assigned to them in the
bove-mentioned production charts. In addition, in all the above-
entioned figures, IGP site one is Trieste, IGP site two is Bologna

nd IGP site three is Terni while competitor site one is Ostuni and
ompetitor site two is Grugliasco.

Comparing the different optimal configurations of the supply-
hain network (for the same product) derived from the solution of
INMGOP, AVEMGOP and ADVMGOP is not very interesting in

tself. However, Figs. 11–13 suggest that all the three IGP global
ptimization problems lead to similar and reasonable results in
erms of supply-chain. This confirms that the modelling strategy
mployed for the supply-chain is accurate but does not add any-
hing in terms of performance comparison between the proposed
ntegrated strategy for the supply-chain and production optimiza-
ion and its literature counterparts. However, by looking at the
adv” supply-chain configurations, it can be clearly seen that some
f the shipments do not follow the universal logistic paradigm
resupply a customer from the closest available source of product”
his confirms that ASUNetworkSupplyChain.exe is able to efficiently
nd the optimum balance between production and supply-chain

eeds, i.e., the global corporate scale optimum. Moreover, notice 
hat no shipments upon payment are executed in Figs. 11–13 (this is 
rue in general for all the days and products over the planning 
orizon). This is reasonable since the products purchase costs
ptimal configuration in day nine.

(CBY
lk

) are relatively high in this case study, thus it is always more
cost-effective to produce a product in Linde Gas Italia S.r.l. own 
sites than purchasing it from a competitor site, providing that 
sufficient production capacity is available. Indeed, it is the expec-
tation in practice that the shipment upon payment option would 
only be exercised in exceptional situations. Finally, observe from
Figs. 11–13 that the optimal supply-chain network configuration
shows some customers to be simultaneously supplied from several 
sources. It is possible to force only single customer-single source
assignments by changing the ˛ij and εkj values. Here this procedure 
has been avoided because it generates extra costs. However, the 
additional cost of single source assignments might be acceptable 
if the resulting simplification in the logistics is deemed desirable 
from a corporate perspective.

One last point that has to be addressed is the economic com-
parison of the results of the solution of MINMGOP, AVEMGOP 
and ADVMGOP alternatives. This comparison can be made on the 
basis of the global costs incurred, in each of three cases, by Linde 
Gas Italia S.r.l. over the two week planning horizon. These costs
summary is reported in Table 5. It can be clearly seen that the solu-
tion corresponding to ADVMGOP ensures the lowest global costs. 
Specifically, its costs are about 1.75% lower than those resulting 
from the solution corresponding to AVEMGOP and about 10.5%
lower than those resulting from the solution of MINMGOP. This 

suggests that the proposed integrated optimization strategy for 
supply-chain/production is not only more robust and feasible than 
its literature counterparts but seems to be also more economi-
cal. However, two additional remarks must be added to this first
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Fig. 13. Liquid argon supply-chain

nalysis. First, it should be noted that the total costs relat-
ng to the solution of MINMGOP are only an estimate of the
rue costs since this solution is infeasible. Nevertheless, it can
e assumed that if feasibility were enforced the economics of
he MINMGOP solution would be even less favourable. Second,
INMGOP and AVEMGOP might seem to the reader mathemat-
cal relaxations of ADVMGOP and this might lead to think that 
he global costs trend observed in Table 5 is unusual or incor-
ect. However, MINMGOP and AVEMGOP are not mathematical

able 5
otal costs incurred by Linde Gas Italia S.r.l. relating to three different solutions of the glo

Time [d] ADVMGOP case total costs [D ] AV

1 52,503.62 49
2 57,907.22 52
3 61,903.78 54
4 60,371.56 59
5 64,155.12 68
6 61,258.97 57
7 75,494.57 77
8 54,828.98 59
9 50,284.31 62
10 53,108.40 54
11 62,535.69 66
12 54,048.37 58
13 54,385.27 54
14 55,456.70 57

All days 818,242.55 832
al configuration in day fourteen.

relaxations of ADVMGOP. Indeed, these three optimization prob-
lems rely on different constraints and, sometimes, different
formulations of the objective function and are not mathe-
matical subsets one of another. Therefore, the global costs
trend shown in Table 5 is perfectly feasible. In conclusion, the

abovementioned remark, claiming that the proposed integrated 
optimization strategy for supply-chain/production is more eco-
nomically convenient than many other literature approaches, still 
holds.

bal IGP optimization problem.

EMGOP case total costs [D ] MINMGOP case total costs [D ]

,294.71 77,031.39
,039.23 66,500.88
,504.73 63,531.01
,942.57 75,834.43
,274.48 61,497.63
,007.70 61,117.85
,770.57 87,112.37
,796.27 67,147.74
,670.70 59,490.11
,970.00 55,153.80
,517.50 65,118.19
,370.26 59,830.71
,186.69 56,828.03
,399.12 49,484.47

,744.52 905,678.60
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.5. Extension to uncertain input data

Section 5.4 has demonstrated that the proposed integrated
trategy for the supply-chain and production network optimiza-
ion is typically superior to its literature counterparts in terms
f robustness, feasibility of the outputs and costs. However, this
as been checked only in the case of no uncertainty on the input
ata. The hypothesis of deterministic input data is not realistic
ut the trends shown in the previous section can be extrapo-

ated to the case of uncertain input data, at least on a qualitative
evel. Indeed, the results achieved in Section 5.4 correspond to a
ingle step of a rolling horizon methodology that can be easily
pplied in the case of uncertain inputs. In the spirit of the MPC
trategy, it can be assumed that a rolling horizon approach, cou-
led with the proposed integrated optimization strategy, will offer
he most appropriate and practical approach to dealing with sup-
ly chain uncertainty and will ensure similar economical results,
t least on a relative basis. However, this needs to be tested
gainst using a robust solution approach in which uncertainty is
aken into account directly in the integrated problem formula-
ion. Future works will be aimed at investigating in detail these
onsiderations.

. Conclusions

In this paper, a general modular methodology for the simul-
aneous optimization of the supply-chain network and the
roduction subsystem of a generic IGP has been developed and

mplemented in a C++ program, called ASUNetworkSupplyChain.exe.
he methodology consists of several blocks: a general IGP supply-
hain and storage system model, a specific approach for the
odelling of the IGP production subsystem, the definition of a

omprehensive cost-based objective function and a suitable set
f numerical algorithms. The ASUNetworkSupplyChain.exe software,
hich implements the above-mentioned methodology, is based on

he BzzMath library numerical algorithms and employs ad-hoc pre-
rocessing methods to ensure the online feasibility of the approach.
he proposed strategy for the integrated optimization of supply-
hain/production is an advance over the alternatives reported in
he literature in both the details of the production subsystem mod-
lling and in its generality that allows it to be applied for any IGP.
he performance of the proposed methodology has been demon-
trated and compared to that of two common literature alternatives
n a case study based on Linde Gas Italia S.r.l. data. The results of the
erformance comparison have shown that the proposed strategy
or the integrated supply-chain and production level optimization
s superior to its literature counterparts in terms of robustness, fea-
ibility of the outputs and economics. While the study assumes
eterministic inputs (customers demand, costs, etc.), the formula-
ion can readily accommodate uncertainties through the use of the
olling horizon strategy. A more detailed comparison of this strat-
gy against a robust stochastic optimization strategy is subject for
uture work.
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